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ABSTRACT

1

The Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) is the core memory abstraction behind the popular data-analytic framework Apache Spark.
We present an extension to the Resilient Distributed Dataset for
map transformations, that we call MapRDD, which takes advantage
of the underlying relations between records in the parent and child
datasets, in order to achieve random-access of individual records
in a partition. The design is complemented by a new MemoryStore,
which manages data sampling and data transfers asynchronously.
We use the ImageNet dataset to demonstrate that: (I) The initial
data loading phase is redundant and can be completely avoided; (II)
Sampling on the CPU can be entirely overlapped with training on
the GPU to achieve near full occupancy; (III) CPU processing cycles
and memory usage can be reduced by more than 90%, allowing
other applications to be run simultaneously; (IV) Constant training
step time can be achieved, regardless of the size of the partition, for
up to 1.3 million records in our experiments. We expect to obtain
the same improvements in other RDD transformations via further
research on finer-grained implicit & explicit dataset relations.

In the age of big data, the rate of growth of collected data is outpacing the growth of computer memory and bandwidth, as well as the
processing ability needed to digest this data. At the same time, we
are entering the era of exascale computing, where unprecedented
amounts of data will be matched by unparalleled computing power:
In this context new data analytic frameworks will be fashioned,
supporting new scientific discovery and societal change.
Real-life data takes various forms, in plain text, graphs, images
and videos, etc. They can be statically stored or streamed dynamically, and processed by batch and stream processing frameworks
respectively. For sparse graphs, such as those seen in the analysis of
social networks, graph-parallel frameworks have been developed to
take advantage of extra levels of parallelism by exploiting vertices
and edges in a graph.
Due to the expense of moving large amounts of data across a
network, the concept of ‘moving compute to data’ was proposed,
and realized most notably in the map-reduce paradigm. Most data
analytic frameworks follow the same philosophy that executes ‘closures’ - enclosed functions that produce no side-effects, on stateless
workers.
Memory abstraction is a key element in a data-analytic framework. The Resilient-Distribued Dataset (RDD) [22] is the main concept behind the Spark framework; it is a fault-tolerant memory
abstraction that allows programmers to manage data across the
cluster. There are similar concepts of distributed dataset and datastream abstractions in other data-analytic frameworks and it is this
that makes data-analytic frameworks distinctive from traditional
Message-Passing Interface (MPI) models for distributed programming.
Early development of data-analytic frameworks focused on dealing with each element ‘once’ or ‘at-least-once’ in batch and stream
processing. Recent applications in machine learning, however, are
iterative and stochastic. As a result, mainstream data-analytic frameworks can no longer fulfill the needs of machine learning algorithms,
and the compute capabilities of the hardware are consistently underutilized.
Because of this, machine learning libraries seek to implement
their own distributed versions. However, this has caused confusion
over what the state-of-the-art implementation is, and has resulted
in libraries operating in isolation, divergence in the ecosystems,
and non-translatable code between libraries, which will introduce
considerable costs in future code revisions. It is therefore important to have an efficient infrastructural framework for distributed
memory abstractions and task execution.
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INTRODUCTION
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In distributed machine learning, there are two categories of overhead that impede overall performance: inter-node and intra-node
communications. The former consists mainly of training model synchronizations, which averages the model weights across the cluster,
and are implemented by an ‘all-reduce’ operation in synchronous
trainings. We have explored more efficient all-reduce algorithms
for data-analytic frameworks in previous work [12]. It is the data
transfer between the hard-disk, main memory and device memory,
which is the focus of this paper.
This research encompasses the memory abstraction (RDD) and
memory management system of the Spark framework. The primary deficiency of the RDD is the synchronous sequential-access.
Synchronous access patterns require the parent dataset to be fully
loaded or partially loaded up to maximum memory capacity before
computation; and sequential-access only permits record iteration
one-by-one. It is apparent that such a design does not utilize more
advanced asynchronous data transfers in modern computer architectures. Moreover, machine learning, or deep learning in particular,
favours stochastic and iterative algorithms, since it is easier to get
an estimate from sample data when the dataset is too large for
complete analysis. Having to iterate through the dataset in order to
sample a subset is a waste of processor cycles and memory usage.
This is why more state-of-the-art machine learning libraries do not
favour Spark as the distributed platform. A more in-depth analysis
for the design of the RDD can be found in Section 3.
The root of the problem is the coarse granularity of the dataset.
RDDs are split in partitions, which determine the level of parallelism
and granularity of data dependencies. There are no record-wise relations between the parent and child datasets, therefore operations
on individual records in the child dataset cause the entire parent
dataset to be materialized.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We describe the current design of the Resilient Distributed
Dataset (RDD): (I) The organization of an RDD, in terms of
internal structures and dependencies; (II) The computation
mechanism of RDDs in in-memory mode and on-disk mode.
• We discuss the inefficiency of sampling from an RDD through
iterating the entire parent dataset; we discover the source
of the problem to be the coarse-granularity and sequentialaccess of the dataset.
• We discuss the use of RDDs on accelerators. We describe the
starvation of accelerators due to the high memory pressure in
a scaled-up cluster with high compute-to-memory ratio; and
existing solutions do not solve the problems with exhaustive
data loading and high memory pressure in sampling.
• We present the design of the new MapRDD, which exploits
the record-wise relation between the parent and child datasets
during map transformations, and permits random-access to
individual records in the child dataset through computing
the chain of dependent records. Random-access in the new
MapRDD enables data sampling without computing the entire parent dataset.
• We discuss the mapping of dataset partitions to accelerators,
and the imbalance between the partition size and CPU utilization. We propose a parallel sampling algorithm to make
use of the idle processors for sampling.
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• We present the implementation of a new MemoryStore for
the new MapRDD, which organizes the dataset at the record
level, and manages data sampling and data transfers asynchronously.
• We use the ImageNet dataset to demonstrate that the initial
data loading can be eliminated by comparing the sampling
performance with the original MapPartitionsRDD and the
new MapRDD; the CPU processing cycles and memory usage
can be reduced by more than 90%, allowing other applications
to be run simultaneously.
• We also demonstrate through the ImageNet dataset that the
size of a single partition in the original MapPartitionsRDD
is limited to 4GB; the new MapRDD removes the constraint
by managing data in records instead of blocks.
• We train AlexNet [11] with the ImageNet dataset on an
NVidia Tesla K80 GPU. We demonstrate that the data sampling and data transfer can be totally overlapped with training on the GPU with the new asynchronous MemoryStore.
We demonstrate a 4x speedup for up to 20% of the ImageNet
dataset, in GPU training with the new MapRDD and the
new MemoryStore, compared with the original MapPartitionsRDD. We also show a constant training step time with
the new MapRDD, regardless of the size of the partition, for
up to 1.3 million records in the ImageNet dataset.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides an overview of distributed data-analytic frameworks and
machine learning libraries; Section 3 explores the underlying structures and mechanisms for the Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD),
and how it is inefficient for machine learning and heterogeneous
environments; a new design called MapRDD for map transformations and the implementation of a new asynchronous MemoryStore
are inroduced in Section 4, which are evaluated against the original MapPartitionsRDD on the ImageNet dataset in Section 5; we
conclude that the new MapRDD excels in minimizing unnecessary
CPU processing cycles and memory usage, and also maximizes GPU
utilization. Through this research, we believe that the other dataset
transformations (besides map) can achieve the same efficiency with
further research on finer-grained implicit/explicit dataset relations.

2

RELATED WORK

For data analytics, most research concentrates on the higher-level
distributed frameworks and machine learning libraries, rather than
the lower-level operating systems and compilers, because portability, robustness and fault-tolerance are considered more important
for data processing tasks.

2.1

Data processing frameworks

Data processing frameworks can be categorized in terms of application: (I) Batch processing; (II) Stream processing; (III) Graph
analytics.
Batch processing is concerned with running a series of independent tasks, and it is often employed for processing large volumes of
data. MapReduce [3] is one of the early distributed batch-processing
frameworks, where each element in the dataset is passed through a
Map-Reduce pipeline. MapReduce had been superseded by more flexible data-flow models using for example, Directed-Acyclic-Graph
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Listing 1: Code snippet from RDD.scala: map() and
mapPartitions() Syntax
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13

def map[U: ClassTag]( f : T => U): RDD[U] = withScope {
val cleanF = sc . clean ( f )
new MapPartitionsRDD[U, T](this, ( context , pid , iter )
=> iter . map(cleanF))
}
def mapPartitions[U: ClassTag](
f : Iterator [T] => Iterator [U],
preservesPartitioning : Boolean = false ) : RDD[U] =
withScope {
val cleanedF = sc . clean ( f )
new MapPartitionsRDD(
this ,
( context : TaskContext, index : Int , iter :
Iterator [T]) => cleanedF( iter ) ,
preservesPartitioning )
}

Figure 1: Computation of partition 1 in RDD3 that depends
on partition 1 in RDD1 & RDD2

we explore in detail the underlying structures and working mechanisms of the RDD, and its application in machine learning and
heterogeneous environments.
engines, see Dryad [9] and Spark [22], and more recent StatefulDirected-Graph engines, such as that seen in Naiad [17].
Stream processing is concerned with handling continuously generated data in real-time. Modern stream processing frameworks,
such as Apache Storm [20] and Apache Flink [2], share the same
data-flow execution models seen in batch processing, with the addition of event-triggered mechanisms.
Graph analytic frameworks, such as Pregel [14], GraphLab [13]
and PowerGraph [6], are designed specifically to deal with graph
data, especially graphs with high irregularity and sparsity. They
take advantage of the underlying edges and vertices in the data to
achieve higher-degree of parallelism.

2.2

Machine Learning Libraries

Caffe [10], Theano [18] and Tensorflow [1] are the most popular
machine learning libraries, among which Caffe and Theano are
standalone implementations. Although Tensorflow was meant for
distributed machine learning, [1] mostly describes how a Tensorflow application runs on a single node, and the documentation
provides little explanation of how to manage distributed data efficiently. This is also due to the fact that the Tensorflow API is still
under active developement.
SparkNet [16] is a toolkit that provides the missing link to supporting machine learning libraries (Caffe and Tensorflow) on Spark.
But ironically, the bulk of data is pre-processed and down-sampled
so that the data can fit in main memory in order to run on Spark,
which defies the sole purpose of the Spark framework. The data is
also pre-shuffled structurally rather than sampled from a probability distribution. In summary, SparkNet has significant limitations
in its current form.

3

BACKGROUND

The Resilient-Distributed-Dataset (RDD) memory abstraction is the
key concept underpinning the Spark framework. In this section,

3.1

Parallelism

The fundamental unit of an RDD is a partition that describes a
subset of the dataset, rather than the elements in the partition.
When a map function is applied to the dataset, tasks are created
for each partition. Therefore, the number of tasks is the number
of partitions, so is the level of parallelism. Memory management
is also organized in terms of partitions, as such, a data-block unit
belongs to a single partition.
This detail turns out to be crucial to understanding the performance difference between map() and mapPartitions() transformations, as it had been recognized that there are discrepancies
between the two [19] [15]. As shown in lines 3 & 11 of Listing
1, the user-function is applied to the entire partition as a single
task, where iter is an iterator for the elements in the partition, and
the difference is whether the user-function takes an element or an
iterator as input, but they create the same number of tasks/threads.
As demonstrated by Lester Martin [15], map() transformations can
lead to slower performance than mapPartitions() transformations, if
some helper objects are created for every element, but parallelism
does not contribute to the performance difference.

3.2

Dependencies & Computations

A partition is the basic unit of an RDD, and dependencies describe
the relationships between partitions of the parent and the child
RDD. There are two types of dependencies: Narrow-Dependency
and Shuffle-Dependency. For narrow dependencies, a child partition
depends on a small number of partitions from the parent RDD. For
shuffle dependencies, on the other hand, a child partition depends
on a large number of partitions in the parent RDD.
The computation of an RDD is delegated to the MemoryStore
or the DiskStore through the process of unrolling, in which the
MemoryStore or the DiskStore iterates through the elements in
a given partition, which is a chained-action that causes all the
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Algorithm 1: Simplified illustration for unrolling an RDD partition
Data: source iterator of partition p
Result: output iterator of partition p
1 if Use Memory then
2
while source.hasNext & Enough Memory do
3
output.add(source.next);
4
Reserve memory if needed;
5
end
6
if !source.hasNext then
7
Return completely unrolled output iterator
8
else
9
Return partially unrolled output iterator
10
end
11 else
12
Unroll source iterator to file;
13
Return file stream of the memory-mapped file;
14 end

dependent partitions to be computed if not already. As illustrated
in Figure 1, the computation of partition 1 in RDD3 causes the
materialization of partitions in the parent RDDs 1 & 2. In a sense,
the Spark framework is essentially a distributed memory system.
The mechanism of the MemoryStore or DiskStore during computations is shown in Algorithm 1. Depending on whether the
memory or the disk is used, the partition is either unrolled until
the maximum memory is reached or written directly to disk, and
this process is synchronous. What is interesting is how it handles
the data that exceeds the memory limit. If disk is used, it must first
write the entire content to the disk, then returns a memory-mapped
image of the file. Else, the memory store must release the references to the previously unrolled elements. If the user still keeps
a reference to the data (i.e., memory cannot be reclaimed by the
garbage collector), an out-of-memory error is raised.

3.3
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of a Shuffle-Dependency. The state of the child dataset is entirely
undetermined.

3.4

RDDs on Accelerators

Machine learning using accelerators, such as Graphical Processors
(GPUs), has become the main trend in recent years. Accelerated
clusters have scaled-up and concentrated processing power, as
opposed to a scaled-out cluster with less computationally intensive
nodes. This has several significant implications on the practicalities
of RDDs. As the compute-to-memory ratio is higher, applications
run on fewer nodes with less main memory. With less main memory
comes higher memory pressure, and data is more likely spilled to
disk storage. Since the total device memory must be less than or
equal to the main memory, there is even more stress on the device
memory. This results in the starvation of accelerators.
There exist GPU implementations of the RDD abstraction [7]
[21], which takes care of the data management between the CPU
and the GPU, and the mapping of data to GPU kernels. However,
it does not solve the fundamental issues concerning how the data
is loaded, nor does it improve sampling efficiency. Moreover, mapping data to GPU kernels is very restrictive to programmers, since
users cannot utilize the interface provided by the machine learning
libraries. It is more practical to provide a handle to the GPU data,
and leave the choice of programming interface and library to the
programmers.

4

METHODOLOGY

In Section 3 we have explored in-depth how an RDD works, and
the issues for the use of RDDs on accelerators and machine learning applications. We summarize that the RDD is inefficient for
machine learning due to the coarse granularity and the synchronous sequential-access of the dataset. The objective is efficient
handling of data that exceeds physical memory capacities for heterogeneous architectures, with an application for stochastic processes. We present the design of the new MapRDD, which exploits
the implicit relations between data records in map() transformations; we describe the design of MapRDD in the remainder of this
section.

Sampling

Having shown how the MemoryStore and DiskStore handle data,
we can now understand why sampling data from an RDD is inefficient. By invoking RDD.sample(), a new RDD is created by iterating
through the entire parent RDD. Although drawing a sequence from
a probability distribution is expensive, and efforts had been made
to minimize it by using a method called Gap-Sampling [5], a much
greater cost comes from the materialization of the entire parent
RDD and the memory pressure when there is not sufficient physical
memory to hold the data as discussed above.
The root of the problem is the granularity of the RDD (i.e., in
partitions instead of records) and the sequential-access (i.e., as
opposed to random-access). Sampling only requires a subset of the
dependent partition, therefore it is not efficient to compute the
entire partition.
There is no easy solution to the problem, because there exists
no explicit relation between the records in the parent and the child
dataset, nor even between the parent-child partitions in the case

4.1

New MapRDD vs. MapPartitionsRDD

As explained in Sub-section 3.3, the dataset granularity is limited by
the non-explicit relation between the parent and the child datasets.
There is, however, an implicit relation between the records by
the map() transformation due to the syntax of the map() function
map : f (A) → B.
In the current implementation of Spark, both map() and mapPartitions() transformations produces a MapPartitionsRDD, in which
the data granularity is kept at the partition level, such that it is
consistent with other data transformations (such as sortByKey(),
groupByKey(), cogroup(), etc.).
We introduce a new MapRDD that exploits the implicit relations
of map : f (A) → B. Figure 2 shows a layout of the architectural
differences of the original RDD implementation and the new asynchronous MapRDD implementation. From the top down, they are:
(I) User interface, an iterator that draws items from the dataset; (II)
Memory abstraction that describes the dataset; (III) Memory/Disk

MapRDD: Finer Grained Resilient Distributed Dataset for Machine Learning
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Listing 2: Simplified implementation of parallel sampling
1

2
3
4
5
6

Figure 2: Overall Architecture. Left: Original RDD
Implementation; Right: New Sample RDD Implementation

Store that manages data objects in memory and on disk; (IV) Parent
dataset, or the underlying file system at the source level. The new
MapRDD is an extension to the original RDD at all levels except for
the file system. It preserves backward capabilities to the original
RDD, as such the new RDD can be the base/parent RDD of the
original RDDs.

4.2

Random-Access & Sampling

The RDD supports an interface that iterates the elements in a oneby-one manner, rather than in a randomly-accessible fashion. The
primary reason for this is that the state of the dataset is undetermined. The other reason for an iterator interface is that the iterated
records can be safely discarded and recycled by the garbage collector; whereas in a randomly-accessible collection (e.g., arrays),
memory cannot be recycled as each of the records is referenced.
With the implicit relation of map transformations, the size of
a child MapRDD is known to be the same as its parent. Therefore,
random-access to individual records is possible by applying the
transformation function to the chain of dependent records.
We have seen in Sub-section 3.3 how sampling is in-efficient by
iterating the entire dataset. With the random-access made possible
by record-wise granularity in the new MapRDD, it is now possible to
draw sample records randomly without materializing the complete
dataset.
In addition, we extend the iterator interface to draw batches of
records. It not only permits direct sampling from the current dataset,
which bypass the creation of a child dataset; but also provides
opportunities for the sampling algorithm and data loading to be
carried out asynchronously.

def parallelSampling ( partitionSize , sampler) : Array[Int ]
= {
(0 until partitionSize ) . par . map(i => {
if (sampler.sample() ) ( i , 1)
else ( i , 0)
}) . filter (e => e . _2 > 0)
}

explained in Sub-section 3.1), and each task takes a single processor
by default. For heterogeneous architectures, the dataset is partitioned by the number of accelerators, therefore there are far fewer
but larger partitions. Sequential sampling large partitions is not
efficient due to the imbalance in the number of partitions and the
number of CPU cores.
With the size of the child dataset known in the new MapRDD,
a parallel sampling algorithm can be implemented as shown in
Listing 2. The parallelSampling() function takes the partition size
and the sampler as arguments, and produces a parallel collection
of indices from 0 to the partition size; for each of the indices, the
sampler is invoked to decide if the index should be sampled (i.e. 1
for positive, 0 for negative); a final set of sample indices is produced
by filtering the sampler outputs (i.e. greater than 0).

4.4

Asynchronous MemoryStore

Parallel Sampling for Large Partitions

The MemoryStore and the DiskStore are core components of the
Spark framework, where the computation and the memory management of the RDD take place; as described in Sub-section 3.2.
We have also discussed how a synchronous MemoryStore can be
in-efficient for modern computer architectures and for datasets
that exceed physical memory capacities, especially for stochastic
applications.
Algorithm 2 illustrates a simplified implementation of an asynchronous MemoryStore. The workhorses of the MemoryStore are
the ReadThread and the WriteThread that run asynchronously in
the background while the executor computes the user-function
on the next batch. As the user-function invokes the nextBatch()
function, it immediately returns the pre-fetched batch, and signals
the ReadThread to prepare the next batch. The ReadThread first
samples a list of records to be computed, and cross-references any
records that may have been buffered in memory or saved to disk.
It then computes the record and its dependent records from the
parent dataset, and reads the saved records from disk. Lastly, the
ReadThread signals the WriteThread before setting the value of
the NextBatch. The WriteThread in turn checks if the buffer has
exceeded its limit and writes any unsaved records to the disk.

The sampling process consists of a series of independent tests from
a probability distribution with known parameters. The cost of computing the probabilities is relatively expensive and therefore Spark
has been seeking algorithmic accelerations. An example of this is
Gap-Sampling [5], as mentioned previously.
Sequential sampling is implemented in Spark, since the number
of tasks in Spark is determined by the number of partitions (as

We evaluate the new MapRDD on the ImageNet [8] dataset with
AlexNet [11] on Caffe. The dataset consists of 1.3 million resized
images (256x256 pixels), which is 19GB uncompressed. The experiment setup is explained in Sub-section 5.1, and the results are
evaluated in terms of overall runtime, CPU utilization and GPU

4.3

5

EVALUATION
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Algorithm 2: Asynchronous implementation of the MemoryStore
1: AllRecords ← Collection[Id, Dependency]
2: Saved ← Map[Id, FilePath]
3: Bu f f ered ← Map[Id, Record]
4: N extBatch ← wait f or ReadThread
5: procedure ReadThread
6:
loop
7:
Wait for signal
8:
batch ← Sample(AllRecords)
9:
toRead ← batch ∩ Saved
10:
inMemory ← batch ∩ Bu f f ered
11:
toCompute ← batch − toRead − inMemory
12:
Read(toRead)
13:
Compute(toCompute)
14:
Bu f f ered.add(toCompute, toRead)
15:
N extBatch ← batch
16:
U pload(N extBatch)
17:
Signal WriteThread
18:
end loop
19: end procedure
20: procedure WriteThread
21:
loop
22:
Wait for signal
23:
spill ← Spill(Bu f f ered)
24:
toW rite ← spill ∩ Bu f f ered
25:
W rite(toW rite)
26:
Saved.add(toW rite)
27:
Bu f f ered.remove(spill)
28:
end loop
29: end procedure
30: function nextBatch
31:
ret ← N extBatch
32:
Signal ReadThread
33:
return ret
34: end function

utilization; these results can be found in Sub-sections 5.2, 5.3 & 5.4
respectively.

5.1

Experimental Setup

The experiments are carried out on a standalone workstation with
a NVidia Tesla K80 card (only a single GPU is used), so that there
is no model synchronization overhead; the specification of which
is listed in Table 1.
The user code is a modified version of the SparkNet [16] toolkit.
The main loop implemented with the original Spark API is shown
in Listing 3, and the new implementation with the new MapRDD is
shown in Listing 4. The main differences are the main loop inside
the foreachPartition structure in line 4, and the new batch interface
in line 5 of Listing 4.
We run the experiments with various data sizes and memory
cache settings, which are listed in Table 2; the batch size is set to
the default value (i.e. 256) in the reference Caffe training model
[4]; all experiments are repeated 5 times. In the original Spark
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Table 1: System Configuration
CPU
Memory
Primary Disk
Secondary Disk
Accelerator

Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2687W v3 @ 3.10GHz
DDR4, Capacity:128 GB, Speed: 2400MHz
Samsung SSD 850 PRO 512GB
TOSHIBA HDWE160 (6TB, 7200RPM)
NVidia Tesla K80

Listing 3: Main Training Loop with current Spark API
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

val trainRDD = new MapPartitionsRDD()
for ( i <− 0 until iters ) {
val sampleRDD = trainRDD.sample()
sampleRDD.foreachPartition(
trainIt => {
solver . step ( trainIt )
})
}

Listing 4: Main Training Loop with new MapRDD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

val trainRDD = new MapRDD()
trainRDD. foreachPartition (
batchIt => {
for ( i <− 0 until iters ) {
solver . step ( batchIt . nextBatch)
}
}
})

implementation, the size of a partition cannot exceed 4GB, as the
indexing limit is set to the maximum value of an 32-bit integer.
Since we are consolidating the data into a single partition for the
GPU, we are only using 20% of the ImageNet dataset. For caching
methods, the ‘Memory & Disk’ mode uses memory as much as
possible until it spills to the disk; the ‘Disk-Only’ mode does not
cache in memory, to simulate a short-of-memory situation; the
‘Async’ mode is the new mode that saves data asynchronously in
the new MapRDD.

5.2

Overall

Table 3 lists the runtime results corresponding to the experimental
settings in Table 2. The loading time includes all the time spent
from the initialization of the application untill the first training step;
the average step time is the averaged runtime for each training step.
Figures 3 & 4 are direct comparisons of the loading time and step
time for the synchronous method in ‘Memory & Disk’ mode and
the asynchronous method with the new MapRDD.
For the first set of experiments (i.e., 1-4) that run in ‘Memory &
Disk’ mode, the initialization takes significant time (i.e., more than
13 minutes for 5% of the dataset) until the training finally begins,
which could have been used to train for 180-280 steps. As shown in
Figures 3 & 4, both the loading time and the step time increase near
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Table 2: Experimental Settings

Table 4: CPU Resource Utilization

Experiment

Data Size

Cache Method

Iterations

Batch Size

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

5%
10%
15%
20%
5%
10%
15%
20%
5%
10%
15%
20%
50%
100%

Memory & Disk
Memory & Disk
Memory & Disk
Memory & Disk
Disk Only
Disk Only
Disk Only
Disk Only
Async
Async
Async
Async
Async
Async

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256

Experiment

Peak
Memory
(Loading)
(GB)

Peak
Memory
(Training)
(GB)

CPU
(Loading)
(%)

CPU
(Training)
(%)

1
2
3
4
5-8
9
10
11
12
13
14

48
48
51
50
failed
2
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
3.5

58
76
88
89
failed
2.5
2.5
2.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

70
70
70
70
failed
6
6
6
6
6
6

6
6
6
6
failed
11
11
11
11
11
11

Table 5: GPU Resource Utilization

Table 3: Overall Runtime
Experiment

Loading Time (sec.)

Average Step Time (sec.)

1
2
3
4
5-8
9
10
11
12
13
14

823.4
1530
2309.5
3252.9
failed
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2

4.6
6.5
8.5
11.3
failed
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

linearly as the size of the partition increases; the gradient starts to
grow after 15% of the ImageNet dataset (i.e., 256k records), caused
by the memory pressure; this is discussed in Sub-section 5.3.
For the third set of experiments (i.e., 9-14) in asynchronous mode,
the loading time is almost negligible compared with the loading
time in the ‘Memory & Disk’ mode; a 1.7-4.2x speedup is observed
in training steps for up to the partition size limit of 4GB. Both
the loading time and the step time are constant in spite of the
increase in data size (see Figures 3 & 4). This demonstrates that
the loading time can be totally avoided by lazy-loading of data
records; the asynchronous sampling and memory transfers by the
new MemoryStore (see Algorithm 2) are effective, which kept the
step time constant, even for a full size dataset such as the ImageNet
on a single machine.
For the experiments run in ‘Disk Only’ mode (i.e., 5-8), they failed
with the output size exceeding the maximum value of the integer
type (i.e., 232 ) while trying to write the partition to the disk; this
is because the images are expanded 4 times in size as every pixel
byte is converted to a 4 byte floating-point number, and a single
file cannot exceed the limit of 4GB (by the limit of 232 bytes). The
memory usage is also reflected in Sub-section 5.3. This implies that

Experiment

Average
block time
per step
(sec.)

Average
compute time
per step
(sec.)

GPU(%)

1
2
3
4
5-8
9
10
11
12
13
14

2.58
4.48
6.7
9.6
failed
0
0
0
0
0
0

2.07
2.07
2.07
2.07
failed
2.07
2.07
2.07
2.07
2.07
2.07

44.52%
31.60%
23.60%
17.74%
failed
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

the dataset must be split into small partitions, or the application
would fail. For large data items, such as high-resolution images and
videos, a partition may contain very few items limited by the size
of 4GB, but in large quantity. Sampling from millions of partitions
and mapping these partitions to devices is not efficient. Since the
new MemoryStore (see Algorithm 2) manages data in a per-record
fashion, it no longer poses a size limit on the partitions, and it is
more suitable for managing large items therefore.

5.3

CPU Resource Utilization

Table 4 lists the peak memory and CPU usage during loading and
training, corresponding to the experiments listed in Table 2.
In terms of CPU memory, peak memory usage is much higher
for the synchronous method than the asynchronous counterpart,
as expected. As shown in Figure 5, the committed memory (i.e., size
of the JVM heap) during training steps increases rapidly as the partition size increases for the synchronous method (i.e., experiments
1-4), whilst the memory usage of the asynchronous method (i.e.,
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Sync
Async

3,000

Sync
Async
Committed Memory (GB)

Loading Time (seconds)

80

2,000

1,000

0

60

40

20

0
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
1
Partition Size (#records)

1.2

1.4

0

0.2

·106

Figure 3: Average loading time across different partition
sizes for synchronous (experiments 1-4)
and asynchronous (experiments 9-14) methods

0.4
0.6
0.8
1
Partition Size (#records)

1.2

1.4

·106

Figure 5: Average committed memory during training,
across different partition sizes,
for synchronous (experiments 1-4)
and asynchronous (experiments 9-14) methods

12
Sync
Async

Sync
Async

100
GPU Compute Utilization (%)

Step Time (seconds)

10

8

6

4
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60
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2
0

0.2
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0.6
0.8
1
Partition Size (#records)

1.2

1.4
0

·106

Figure 4: Average step time across different partition sizes
for synchronous (experiments 1-4)
and asynchronous (experiments 9-14) methods

experiments 9-14) is near constant. For experiment 4, the size of
the heap of the Java Virtual Machine has almost reached the limit
of the physical memory capacity, which cannot grow any further,
therefore causing the loading and training to slow down as seen
in Sub-section 5.2. In our experiments, the peak memory usage of
the asynchronous method is reduced by 96% during training steps
compared with the synchronous method.
In terms of CPU processing cycles, the usage is stable for both
synchronous and asynchronous methods. During loading, the synchronous method takes up a significant amount of CPU cycles (as
much as 70%), which is freed up by the asynchronous method (to

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
1
Partition Size (#records)

1.2

1.4

·106

Figure 6: Average GPU compute utilization during training,
across different partition sizes,
for synchronous (experiments 1-4)
and asynchronous (experiments 9-14) methods

only 6%). During training steps, the parallel sampling algorithm
(see Sub-section 4.3) makes better use of the free CPU cycles (i.e.,
CPU utilization rises from 6% to 11%) while the majority of the
computation is delegated to the GPU.

5.4

GPU Resource Utilization

Table 5 lists the average block time, the compute time, and the GPU
utilization during training steps corresponding to the experiments

MapRDD: Finer Grained Resilient Distributed Dataset for Machine Learning
listed in Table 2. Figure 6 draws direct comparisons of GPU utilization during training steps for the synchronous (i.e., experiments
1-4) and asynchronous (i.e., experiments 9-14) methods.
The average compute time per training step is the same for
both synchronous and asynchronous methods across different sizes
of the dataset, as the batch size is constant. For the synchronous
experiments, the block time (mainly consisting of data sampling and
data transfer) contributes to the low GPU utilization, which drops
exponentially as the partition size increases. For asynchronous
experiments, the block time is negligible and the GPU functions
near 100% of the time, because the data sampling and data transfer
on the CPU is entirely overlapped with the compute time on the
GPU.

6

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have explored in depth how the Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) works and how it is largely obsolete in
present day machine learning applications. We identified that the
source of deficiency originates from the coarse granularity and
synchronous sequential-access of the dataset.
We present the new MapRDD, an extension to the Resilient
Distributed Dataset (RDD) for map dataset transformations, and
the new complementary asynchronous MemoryStore. Individual
records in the child MapRDD can be accessed randomly and lazily.
The data sampling and the data transfers are managed asynchronously.
Through the experiments on the ImageNet dataset over different
caching methods and data size settings, it is demonstrated that: (I)
The initial data loading phase is redundant and can be completely
avoided; (II) Sampling on the CPU can be entirely overlapped with
the training on the GPU to achieve near full occupancy; (III) CPU
cycles and memory usage can be reduced by more than 90% to allow
other applications to run simultaneously; (IV) Constant training
step time can be achieved, regardless of the size of the partition, for
up to 1.3 million records in our experiments.
The MapRDD only applies to map transformations, but the same
performance improvement is expected if the same techniques are
applied to other transformations (e.g., flatMap, join, cogroup, etc.).
This motivates our further research in exploring implicit and explicit descriptions of the dataset relations.
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